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THE NEW 82 METRE ROMEA 
FROM ABEKING & RASMUSSEN
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For clients who attended, as 
well as those that did not, here 
is our brokers’ overview of the 

best of the best of Monaco.

With a cantilevered upper deck terrace, 
the interior, by Alberto Pinto, is in a 
contemporary opulent style. 

OKTO
ISA, 2014, 66m / 216ft, 

11 guests, from €500,000 pw,

Price €59.5m

After
theShow.



Designed inside and out by Terence Disdale there is so much space for his classic 

contemporary ethnic eclectic style. Spa – yes, beach club – yes, indoor and outdoor cinemas – yes but over and 

above the norm is an overwhelming sense of comfort and elegance. The yacht is like a micro world of its own. For 

charter through Edmiston both this winter in the Caribbean and next summer in the Mediterranean.

Other big yachts? 66 metre OKTO and 60 metre EVENT caught the eye of Robert Shepherd from our US 

office. Both yachts have the new wave look – a vertical bow. Okto was built in Italy at ISA and has a deep infinity pool 

aft on the main deck with sub-aqua lighting that changes colour – brilliant as a night light show. EVENT is one of the 

world’s most distinctive yachts. Built at Amels, designed by Tim Heywood, the 23 metre sun deck and giant porthole 

windows in the master are such talking points. Keenly for sale, this is certainly a yacht where a deal can be done.

At the top end of the size spectrum, 
everyone was ecstatic 

about Romea

EVENT
Amels, 2013, 60m / 196ft, 

12 guests, POA

ROMEA
A&R, 2015, 82m / 270ft, 

12 guests, from €875,000 pw,

Price €145m



Sales broker, Alex Busher, charter broker Anne 

Lebernicheux and charter manager Charlotte 

Seabridge  look af ter three tota l ly d i f ferent 

departments at Edmiston. But they and their 

colleagues at Edmiston all agreed on the Show’s 

most innovative feature: 

The 8 metre indoor pool in 

the beach club aboard CRN’s 

73 metre Yalla. 

ANYONE KEEN ON THE CINEMA just has to 

look at 63 metre IRIMARI from Sunrise Shipyard. A 

duplex cinema screen takes on board cinemas to 

new heights – and widths.

UNDER 50 METRES, brokers Jonathan Barbe, 

Alex Busher and Antonio Yturbe Redo all voted 

for SEPTIMUS. Superyacht of the Year in 2012, this 

49 metre semi displacement yacht has the most 

radically beautiful minimalist interior by Remi Tessier. 

One feature in two places: circular saloons on both 

the upper and main decks. 

THE VOTE FOR ATTENTION TO DETAIL must go 

to Heesen’s 50 metre ANN G. Raymond Langton’s 

interior just shows what can be achieved in a yacht 

that is under 500GT.

This is deco design taken to 

its most extravagant extreme.  

Sales brokers Nathan Farrelly and Antonio Yturbe 

Redo also mentioned the distinctive SANLORENZO 

460 EXPLORER. A 42 metre discovery yacht that can 

operate without generators. 

No noise, no pollution, no 

vibration just your yacht at 

anchor in serene silence. 

ANN G
Heesen, 2015, 50m / 164ft

MALAHNE
C&N, 1937 / 2015, 50m / 164ft, 

9 guests, from €134,000 pw

SEPTIMUS
Heesen, 2011 / 2015, 50m / 164ft, 

10 guests, €27.9m

YALLA
CRN, 2014, 

73m / 240ft



From brand new, to a brand new restoration. MALAHNE was built in 1937 and Edmiston 

project managed the entire refit of this magnificent classic. So much work was involved that she is to all intents 

and purposes almost a new yacht that is for charter through Edmiston. Malahne was one of charter manager 

Michaela Biggi’s favourite yachts at the Show. 

Finally, two names at the opposite ends of the new yacht spectrum. 
Lürssen’s 66 metre ESTER III reinforces Espen Oeino’s credentials for originality with his handsome, angular, naval 

style that brokers Alex Busher and Alex Koersvelt agreed was “remarkably impressive – Lürssen at their very 

best”. She also shows how the shipyard, known for building 80-100 metre yachts, still excels at late 60 metre levels. 

The most radically 
beautiful minimalist 

interior by Remi Tessier.

SEPTIMUS

ESTER III (Below)

Lürssen, 2014, 66m / 216ft 



In the opinion of our brokers, the two top yachts 

of the Show were Romea and Septimus. 

To discuss yachts for sale or charter, 

or ideas for a new construction project, 

please contact your Edmiston broker. 
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